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RentChimp merges with AgentPair: The Consumer Real Estate Experience
Will Never Be the Same

After decades of more of the same, AgentPair sets it's sights on changing an industry in the
consumer's favor...forever.It's time to rethink how to buy a home or find an apartment for rent

Costa Mesa, CA (PRWEB) September 08, 2011 -- Today finding a website that can give you information on a
home is simple. It's the era of information overload. Simply Google a property address and you'll be presented
with links to the subject through all forms of SEO tricks. But what do you do when you get on a site and find
your dream home? Create another online account to add to the 50 or so you already have? By the time you hit
submit the home is already off the market. AgentPair does it differently.

They work in conjunction with the big Real Estate websites allowing you to "bookmark" your favorites from
any of these sites. Once a user has saved a listing back to AgentPair they can focus on narrowing their results
by ranking, rating and sharing with their Social Network. In fact the entire website was built around a better
socially engaging idea and it's apparent from the moment you login with your Facebook account. This concept
sets the stage for the new generation of home shoppers; the Facebook and Twitter power users.

So what's the name all about? Even if you have your heart set on that house for sale across the street and didn't
need the web application one would benefit by contacting them. AgentPair "pairs" you with Partner Agents
across the country to help individuals with their transaction and cuts rebate checks that add up to serious
money.

About AgentPair

AgentPair is a technologically driven Real Estate Brokerage based in Costa Mesa, California. Their mission is
simple: Change the Real Estate Industry by developing applications for the savvy real estate consumer. For
more information visit their Facebook page or follow @agentpair on Twitter.
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If you have any questions regarding information in these press releases please contact the company listed in the press release. Our complete disclaimer
appears here - PRWeb ebooks - Another online visibility tool from PRWeb

Contact Information
Clark Giguiere
AgentPair
http://www.agentpair.com
(800) 616-5052

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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